Gain the tools, techniques, and skills to launch your career in web design. Learn the latest technologies and platforms to create interactive and responsive websites and apps. The program first lays the foundation for web design basics from typography to color theory, interaction design and wireframing and then dives deep into ‘hands on’ front end coding programs. After completing the program, you will walk away with a project that you can add to your portfolio that shows your passion for design and technical talent.

**LEARN HOW TO:**

- Apply best practices for User Experience evaluation and design
- Explain how to clearly organize a consistent and functional website from both user and business perspectives
- Create digital illustrations and visual mock-ups
- Design a website wireframe
- Construct a UX Project Plan that provides a rationale for design decisions based on user feedback
- Develop an interactive prototype
- Gain insight on best practices for building a web design portfolio

**FOR MORE INFORMATION:**

Tiffany Ruvalcaba  
(949) 824-7856  
technologyprograms@ce.uci.edu

c.e.uci.edu/webdesign